In sentence comprehension, it is widely assumed (Gibson 2000 , Lewis & Vasishth, 2005 that the distance between linguistic co-dependents affects the latency of dependency resolution: the longer the distance, the longer the retrieval time (the distance-based account). An alternative theory of dependency resolution difficulty is the direct-access model (McElree et al., 2003) ; this model assumes that retrieval times are a mixture of two distributions: one distribution represents successful retrieval and the other represents an initial failure to retrieve the correct dependent, followed by a reanalysis that leads to successful retrieval. The time needed for a successful retrieval is independent of the dependency distance (cf. the distancebased account), but reanalyses cost extra time, and the proportion of failures increases with increasing dependency distance. We implemented a series of increasingly complex hierarchical Bayesian models to compare the distance-based account and the direct-access model; the latter was implemented as a hierarchical finite mixture model with heterogeneous variances for the two mixture distributions. We evaluated the models using two published data-sets on Chinese relative clauses which have been used to argue in favour of the distance account, but this account has found little support in subsequent work (e.g., Jäger et al., 2015) . The hierarchical finite mixture model, i.e., an implementation of direct-access, is shown to provide a superior account of the data than the distance account.
Introduction
In sentence comprehension research, dependency completion is assumed by many theories to be a key event. For example, in a sentence like The man slept, in order to understand who did what, the subject noun is retrieval at the verb. One well-known generalization is that dependency distance partly determines comprehension difficulty as measured by reading times or question-response accuracy. For example, the Dependency Locality Theory discussed in Gibson and Wu (2013) , and the cue-based retrieval account of Lewis and Vasishth (2005) both assume that the longer the distance between two co-dependents such as a subject and a verb, the greater the retrieval difficulty at the moment of dependency completion. We will call this the distance account.
As an example, consider the self-paced reading study in Gibson and Wu (2013) . The dependent variable here was the reading time at the head noun (official) in Chinese subject and object relative clauses. As shown in (1), in Chinese subject relatives, the distance is larger between the head noun and the gap it is coindexed with (the coindexing is marked with the subscript i), compared to object relatives. 1 For simplicity, we operationalize distance here as the number of words intervening between the gap inside the relative clause and the head noun. In the Gibson and Wu study, reading times were recorded using self-paced reading in the two conditions (subject relative, coded −1/2, and object relative, coded +1/2), with 37 subjects and 15 items, presented in a standard Latin square design. The experiment originally had 16 items, but one item was removed in the published analysis due to a mistake in the item.
The distance account's predictions can be evaluated by fitting the hierarchical linear model shown in (1). Assume that (i) i indexes participants, i = 1, . . . , I and j indexes items, j = 1, . . . , J; (ii) y i j is the reading time in milliseconds for the i-th participant reading the j-th item; and (iii) the predictor X is sum-coded (±1/2). Then, the data y i j (reading times in milliseconds) are defined to be generated by the following model:
where
The terms b i and c j are called varying intercepts for participants and items respectively; they represent by-subject and by-item adjustments to the fixed-effect intercept β 0 . Their variances, σ 2 b and σ 2 c represent betweenparticipant (respectively item) variance. 2 This model is effectively a statement about how the data are assumed to be generated. If the distance account is correct, we would expect to find evidence that the slope β 1 is statistically significantly different from zero; specifically, reading times for subject relatives are expected to be longer than those for object relatives. As shown in Table 1 In summary, the theoretical interpretation of this finding, originally presented in Gibson and Wu (2013) , is that in Chinese, subject relatives are harder to process than object relatives because the gap inside the relative clause is more distant from the head noun in subject vs. object relatives. This makes it more difficult to complete the gap-head noun dependency in subject relatives. This distance-based explanation of processing difficulty is plausible given the considerable independent evidence from languages such as English, German, Hindi, Persian and Russian that dependency distance can affect reading time (see review in Safavi, Husain, and Vasishth (2016) ).
2 This so-called crossed participants and items varying intercepts linear mixed model can be made more complex by adding varying slopes for the factor X by participant and by item, but for ease of exposition we do not consider these more complex models in the present paper. Such complex models would anyway be overparameterized given the amount of data available. However, not only has recent work on Chinese relatives (Jäger, Chen, Li, Lin, & Vasishth, 2015) cast doubt on dependency distance account, even in the data considered by Gibson and Wu, the distributions of the reading times for the two conditions show an interesting asymmetry that cannot be straightforwardly explained by the distance account. The reading times in subject relatives are much more spread out than in object relatives. This is shown in Figure 1 . Although this spread was ignored in the original analysis, a standard response to heterogeneous variances (heteroscedasticity) is to delete "outliers" based on some criterion; a common criterion is to delete all data lying beyond ±2.5SD in each condition. This procedure assumes that the data points identified as extreme are irrelevant to the question being investigated. An alternative approach is to not delete data but to downweight the extreme values by applying a variance stabilizing transform (Box & Cox, 1964) . Taking a log-transform of the reading time data, or a reciprocal transform, can reduce the heterogeneity in variance; see Vasishth, Chen, Li, and Guo (2013) for analyses of the Gibson and Wu data using a transformation.
However, it is possible that the heteroscedasticity in subject and object relatives in the Gibson and Wu data reflects a systematic difference in the underlying generative processes of reading times in the two relative clause types. We investigate this question by modelling the extreme values.
Using the probabilistic programming language Stan (Stan Development Team, 2016), we show that a hierarchical mixture model provides a better fit to the data (in terms of predictive accuracy) than several simpler hierarchical models.
The mixture model that we present below can be seen as a model of extreme values. As Nicenboim and Vasishth (2016a) pointed out, the underlying generative process is consistent with an implementation of the direct-access model of McElree, Foraker, and Dyer (2003) . We therefore suggest that, at least for the Chinese relative clause data, the directaccess model may be a better way to characterize the dependency resolution process than the distance-based account.
Reading times as a mixture distribution: The direct-access model of McElree et al. (2003) A finite mixture model assumes that the outcome (here, reading time in milliseconds, y i , i = 1, . . . , N) is drawn from one of several distributions. 3 Each distribution's identity is controlled by a categorical mixing distribution. For example, assume that we have K distributions with location parameter (the mean) µ k ∈ R and scales (standard deviation) σ k ∈ (0, ∞). If they are mixed in proportions λ =< λ 1 , . . . , λ K >, where λ k ≥ 0 and ∑ K k=1 λ k = 1, for each outcome y i there is a latent variable z i ∈ {1, . . . , K} with a categorical distribution parameterized by λ : z i ∼ Categorical(λ). The dependent variable y i (reading time in milliseconds), is then distributed as a LogNormal distribution (for further justification, see Nicenboim and Vasishth (2016b) :
As mentioned above, the direct-access model can be seen as assuming a mixture distribution where successful retrieval can be modelled as a Log-Normal distribution: y ∼ LogNormal(µ, σ 2 e ). Retrieval failure and subsequent reanalysis can be modelled as another Log-Normal distribution with a different location parameter and possibly also a different scale parameter: y ∼ LogNormal(µ + δ, σ 2 e ). Thus, one can consider the direct-access model as a mixture model with retrieval time as generated from one of two distributions, where the proportion of trials in which a retrieval failure occurs (the mixing proportion) is p:
In order to understand whether the Chinese relative clause data are best described as being generated by a mixture process, we implemented a series of increasingly complex models and compared the relative fit of these models. All models were hierarchical, with varying intercepts for participant and for item.
Model comparison using Pareto-smoothed importance sampling Leave-One-Out (PSIS-LOO) cross-validation Model comparison can be carried out using different methods; here, we use an approximation of the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO) approach, as discussed in Vehtari, Gelman, and Gabry (2016b) . In essence, LOO compares the expected predictive performance of alternative models by subsetting the data into a training set (for estimating parameters) by excluding one observation. The difference between the predicted and observed held-out value can then be used to quantify model quality by successively holding out each observation. The sum of the expected log pointwise predictive density, el pd, can be used as a measure of predictive accuracy, and the difference between the el pd's of competing models can be computed, including the standard deviation of the sampling distribution of the difference in el pd. When comparing a model M0 with another model M1, if M1 has a higher el pd, then it has a better predictive performance compared to M0. The quantity el pd is a Bayesian alternative to the Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike, 1974 ). Vehtari and colleagues developed an efficient computation of LOO using Pareto-smoothed importance sampling (PSIS-LOO), and this is what we use here. Details of PSIS-LOO are omitted here due to space constraints; see Vehtari et al. (2016b) for more. We used the LOO package, version 1.0.0 (Vehtari, Gelman, & Gabry, 2016a) to compute the el pd for each model.
Definitions of the hierarchical mixture models
The different hierarchical models evaluated are shown in Table 2. The dependent variable is reading time in milliseconds, and the underlying generating distribution for the reading times is a Log-Normal; the varying intercepts for subjects and items are assumed to be normally distributed, as is standard in linear mixed models. Priors are defined for the model parameters as follows. All standard deviations are constrained to be greater than 0 and have priors Cauchy(0, 2.5); probabilities have priors Beta(1, 1); and all coefficients (β parameters) have priors Cauchy(0, 2.5).
In the mixture models, we will call the distribution that corresponds to the successful retrieval the success distribution, and the one corresponding to the retrieval failure followed by a reanalysis the failure distribution.
We fit six models, described below and shown more formally in Table 2 . Other models can be fit too, but are omitted here due to space restrictions.
• M0: A standard linear mixed model (no mixture). This corresponds to a test of the distance-based account.
• M1: A mixture only in subject relatives (homogeneous variance). This model assumes that failures happen only in subject relatives (SRs).
• M2: A mixture only in subject relatives (heterogeneous variance). Here, we assume, as in M1, that failures happen only in SRs, but the variance of the failure distribution is assumed to be different than the variance of the success distribution.
• M3: This model assumes that there is no difference in retrieval time in ORs vs SRs, but only in the probability of Model Definition
is the variance of the distribution corresponding to a correct retrieval. M1 SRs:
p is the probability of failure.
e ) β SR and β OR are the means for subject and object relatives. Thus, diff = β SR − β OR . ORs: y i j ∼ LogNormal(β OR + b i + c j , σ 2 e ) δ is the additional cost in the failure distribution.
M2
SRs: y i j ∼ p · LogNormal(β SR + b i + c j + δ, σ 2 e ) σ 2 e is the variance of the failure distribution.
SRs:
p SR , p OR are failure probabilities in SRs (ORs).
diffprob is the difference in failure probability in SR vs OR (diffprob=p SR − p OR ). ORs:
β is the common mean reading time for subject and object relatives.
σ e and σ e are the SDs of the two distributions.
For other variables, see above. ORs:
See above As model M4, except that separate β parameters are assumed for SRs and ORs. successful retrieval. The variances of the success and failure distributions are assumed to be identical (homogeneous variances).
• M4: This model also assumes that there is no difference in retrieval time in ORs vs SRs, but only in the probability of successful retrieval. Unlike M3, the variances of the success and failure distributions are assumed to be different (heterogeneous variances).
• M5: This model assumes that retrieval time in SRs and ORs is different, and that the variances of the two distributions are different (heterogeneous variance). Thus, M5 is like M4, but with the additional assumption that distance may affect dependency completion time.
The data
The evaluation of these models was carried out using two separate data-sets. The first was the original study from (Gibson & Wu, 2013) that was discussed in the introduction. The second study was a replication of the Gibson and Wu study that was published in Vasishth et al. (2013) . This second study served the purpose of validating whether independent evidence can be found for the mixture model selected using the original Gibson and Wu data.
Results
The original Gibson and Wu study As shown in Table 3 , a comparison of the models M0-M5 using LOO show that (a) the model M1, which assumes a mixture only in subject relatives with homogeneous variances in the mixture distributions, is better than the standard linear mixed model M0; (b) the model M2, which assumes a mixture only in subject relatives but with heterogeneous variances in the mixture distributions, is no better than the simpler model M1; (c) M3, which assumes mixture distributions in both subject and object relatives but homogeneous variances, outperforms M2; (d) M4, which assumes mixture distributions in both subject and object relatives but heterogeneous variances, outperforms M3; (e) M4 has a numerically better fit (lower el pd) than the more complex model M5, which assumes different means for SRs and ORs.
Among the models considered, the best model-the one with the lowest el pd-is therefore the heterogeneous variance mixture model M4. Posterior predictive checks also confirm that M4 generates simulated data that is consistent with the observed data, but the simpler model M0 fails to generate the spread observed in the subject relatives in the Gibson and Wu 2013 data (details omitted due to space limitations). Table 4 shows, for the two mixture models M3 and M4, the posterior estimates of the parameters, along with 95% credible intervals (these demarcate the range of plausible values of the parameter with probability 95%). We display only models M3 and M4 because these two models approximate the direct-access model of McElree et al. (2003) .
From Table 4 we can see that in both M3 and M4, in subject relatives the failure distribution occurs with a higher probability than in object relatives (0.25 vs 0.21). In model M4, the mean difference in the probability of the failure distribution is 4%, with a 95% credible interval [-5,13 ]%. The posterior probability of this difference being greater than zero is 82%.
Furthermore, since M4 is the selected model, the failure distribution is better characterized as having a larger variance (σ e = 0.64 in M4) than the success distribution (σ e = 0.22 in M4). The replication of the Gibson and Wu study In this dataset, there were 40 participants and the same 15 items as in Gibson and Wu's data were used. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the data by condition; there seems to a similar skew as in the original study, although the spread is not as dramatic as in the original study. Table 5 shows that M4 is again the best model. Table 6 shows that we obtain parameter estimates in this replication data-set for model M4 that are similar to those from the original Gibson and Wu data. In particular, the mean difference in the probability of the failure distribution for subject vs. object relatives is 7%, with a 95% credible interval [-1,16]%. The posterior probability of this difference being greater than zero is 95%. The replication data thus suggest a systematic difference in retrieval failures occurs in subject versus object relatives.
Discussion
The model comparison and parameter estimates presented above suggest that, at least as far as the Chinese relative clause data are concerned, a better way to characterize the dependency completion process is in terms of the direct-access model and not the distance account implied by Gibson and Wu (2013) and Lewis and Vasishth (2005) . Specifically, there is suggestive evidence in the Gibson and Wu (2013) data that a higher proportion of retrieval failures occurred in subject relatives compared to the object relatives. In other words, increased dependency distance may have the effect that it increases the proportion of retrieval failures (followed by reanalysis).
There is one potential objection to the conclusion above. It would be important to obtain independent evidence as to which dependency was eventually created in each trial. This could be achieved by asking participants multiple-choice questions to find out which dependency they built in each trial. Although such data is not available for the present study, in other work (on number interference) (Nicenboim, Engelmann, Suckow, & Vasishth, 2016) did collect this information. There, too, we found good evidence for the direct-access model (Nicenboim & Vasishth, 2016a) . In future work on Chinese relatives, it would be helpful to carry out a similar study to determine which dependency was completed in each trial. In the present work, the modelling at least shows how the extreme values in subject relatives can be accounted for by assuming a two-mixture process.
Conclusion
The mixture models suggest that, in the specific case of Chinese relative clauses, increased processing difficulty in subject relatives is not due to dependency distance leading to longer reading times, as suggested by Gibson and Wu (2013) . Rather, a more plausible explanation for these data is in terms of the direct-access model of McElree et al. (2003) . Under this view, retrieval times are not affected by the distance between co-dependents, but a higher proportion of retrieval failures occur in subject relatives compared to object relatives. This leads to a mixture distribution in both subject and object relatives, but the proportion of the failure distribution is higher in subject relatives.
